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February 12, 2018
Qualcomms Fact Sheet About Closing Risk
A Conversation with Daniel M. Wall, Latham & Watkins LLP
Antitrust Counsel to Broadcom Limited

On February 9, Qualcomm filed a so-called unsigned Fact Sheet entitled, Qualcomm Sets the Record Straight on
Regulatory Challenges Faced by Broadcom. What is your overall reaction to that document?
Its clear at this point that Qualcomms management is trying to hide behind a smokescreen of unspecified regulatory
risk. It consists mostly of general statements about antitrust risks inherent in any deal between competitors, not about
this deal in these markets. Its a remarkably fact-free fact sheet. And the real headline is that there is no meaningful
challenge to what Broadcom has said about real antitrust risks and the solutions for them.

Can you expand on that? What hasnt Qualcomm challenged?
The most important point anyone needs to know about antitrust risk in this deal is that the vast majority of Broadcoms
and Qualcomms businesses do not raise any antitrust issues at all. Qualcomm never disputes this. Nor does it dispute
what the meaningful overlaps are. As I have said previously, it is apparent that Qualcomms antitrust advisors see this
fundamentally the same way we do. The difference is simply that, for defensive purposes, Qualcomm is making more
of those issues than anyone seeking to maximize value for Qualcomm shareholders would.

Lets turn to some of the things Qualcomm says in its paper, beginning with its claim that Broadcom concedes the
existence of the concerns Qualcomm has been raising but offers vague and unworkable solutions. What is your
response?
The only thing we have concededif you want to call it thatis that the meaningful product overlaps on which antitrust
authorities will focus are the few that we and Qualcomm have previously identified, which collectively are a small
fraction of the parties total business. Thats a strong indication that this deal gets cleared, not that it gets blocked. There
are always workable solutions to overlaps of this nature and magnitude.
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We disagree with Qualcomms insinuationsand thats all they arethat, apart from the issues both sides have identified,
there is some higher, more amorphous risk that the deal gets blocked. Qualcomm is asking its shareholders to forego
the tangible benefits of the proposed transaction out of fear of a theoretical risk.

Qualcomm says that Broadcom has mischaracterized the WiFi market, implying its competition with Qualcomm is
limited and easy to remedy, ignoring that Qualcomm competes directly against Broadcom in WiFi components.
What is your response?
It is hard to know what to respond to. As is their modus operandi, they dont say how we supposedly mischaracterized
the WiFi market or even what WiFi market they are talking about.
There are two issues regarding WiFi. First, Broadcom accepts that there is a direct overlap in the WiFi networking
processor space for non-mobile WLAN applications (e.g., wireless access points) and proposes to divest the business.
That is not ignoring a problem. That is solving it in advance.
Second, and we are left guessing, if this is about WiFi for mobile devices, Broadcom has explained at length and in
detail why the apparent overlap is not a competition problem. The short version is that Qualcomms mobile platforms
(which cost $30-70) do not compete with Broadcoms discrete WiFi chipsets (which cost $2-7). And Qualcomms
discrete WiFi chipset (6290) is absolutely marginal, has not sold a single unit yet, and is, at best, an entirely
theoretical potential competition concern. It does not rise to the level of a significant concern.
The real takeaway here is that Qualcomm does not challenge these facts. They have no way to do so.

Qualcomms persistent theme is that Broadcom is underestimating the closing risk in China. In their latest piece they
say that Broadcom ignores the extent of the opposition to the deal from various Chinese original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) who have already publicly voiced their concern (including Xiaomi, Oppo and Vivo). What do
you say to that?
Qualcomms lack of candor on this point is only surpassed by its indifference to the interests of its own shareholders.
Qualcomm has been fomenting opposition to this deal in China. For example, at a PR event that it hosted, Qualcomm
China Tech Day, it put three of its customers on the spot to answer questions about the deal. The entirety of their
supposed opposition consists of Vivo saying We dont want changes because they will bring uncertainty; Oppo saying
Im not very familiar with [Broadcom] but what I heard was they are good at making financial moves; and Xiaomi
saying The thing we worry about the most is if [the merger] were completed, will there be continued investment in the
future? These are statements antitrust lawyers see in every deal, where a certain number of customers can be counted
on to say that they would rather not have any changes in their supply chain. These are not customers expressing
antitrust concerns, but rather an aversion to change.
Now Qualcomm has gone a step further, suggesting this could rise to the kind of industrial policy issue that in
theorybut never in practicecould cause China to block the deal. That is wildly misleading. When has that ever
happened? I know we are getting these sinister crazy uncle theories about the Chinese merger clearance system
because Qualcomm has nothing better to say, but it is deeply offensive. These are sophisticated, principled agencies
that will assess this deal on the merits and tailor any remedies they may require to address specific merger-related
concerns.
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Qualcomm asks rhetorically, Why would shareholders support this deal given .the risk that the deal never receives
regulatory approval?
Thats an easy onebecause on the merits the risk that the deal never receives regulatory approval is minimal. What
comparable deal has ever been blocked? Mergers get blocked when the antitrust issues are comprehensive, as in a deal
like AT&T/T-Mobile or Echostar/DirecTV, or concern the object of the transaction, meaning that the buyer doesnt
want to go forward if it cant have the part of the sellers business that draws the antitrust objection. But thats not this
case. Even Qualcomm cant bring itself to say that there is an antitrust problem concerning its core baseband processor
and mobile platforms business. And Broadcom has already said its willing to divest the WiFi Networking Processors
and RFFE chips businesses that comprise the most likely areas of concern. So objectively, there is no real risk that
regulators refuse to approve the deal on any terms.
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Qualcomm also asks, Why would shareholders support this deal given .that the approval process will be lengthy18
months or moreand seriously disrupt Qualcomms business during a critical time for the company.
Theres an obvious answer to that one tooBroadcoms offer delivers more value than Qualcomms current management
can deliver. But I will stick to the implied antitrust question, which is whether the regulatory review process will take
18 months or more.
It definitely should not take 18 months or more from today. Keep in mind that we have been engaged with the major
antitrust jurisdictions for months. We started when we first made our proposal in November, had preliminary meetings
in November, further meetings in January and we have more meetings scheduled now for February and March. We
filed our Hart-Scott-Rodino notification in December, weve already received the expected Second Request, and we
are already constructively working with the FTC on that. We are ready to file our draft Form CO in Europe. And we
are off to a great start in China, where we have started engaging with MOFCOM to move that process forward.
This isnt Broadcoms first rodeo. Broadcom has extensive experience clearing transactions through antitrust review.
None of Broadcoms transactions have required 12 months for antitrust review, let alone 18 months or more. Plus, in
this deal, Broadcom is accelerating the closing timeline by making divestiture commitments now. This is not a
situation where Broadcom is going to wait a year arguing over WiFi Networking Processors and RFFE chips and then
start working on a fix; we are taking those issues off the table now.
OK, but Qualcomm says that Broadcom cannot commence the merger review process outside the U.S.  the Europe
and China processes cannot legally begin unless there is a fully negotiated merger agreement or Broadcom has
launched a tender offer. Do you disagree with that?
I absolutely disagree with that. Qualcomm is dressing up a technical point about when certain agencies formally
commence their notification waiting periods to try to create the false impression that those agencies cannot engage
with Broadcom now. Europe and China routinely engage in a pre-notification consultation process, during which the
agencies learn about the products at issue, prepare for the filing, and progress their investigations. Furthermore, with
unsolicited offers the agencies want to get ahead of the moment when things crystallize into a fully negotiated merger
agreement or tender offer. Both the EC and MOFCOM teams have been great about thisfor which we are grateful.
Right now, the root cause of any regulatory delay is that Qualcomms management is resisting rather than supporting
the deal.
The bottom line is that we are moving forward, with or without Qualcomms management, and we remain confident
that we will get this done within 12 months of signing a definitive agreement.

Qualcomm is raising questions about whether the divestitures you are willing to make will be so easy, principally
because they would be asset divestitures, which Qualcomm says are inherently suspect. What is your response?
Qualcomms antitrust advisers are way too sophisticated to put their names to that. Careful readers will note the bait
and switch Qualcomm is trying to accomplish. Having nothing compelling to say about the substantive issues
themselvesand certainly nothing beyond what Broadcom has identified and is already resolvingthey are trying to
create uncertainty over how these relatively small product areas might be resolved.
But antitrust issues are solved with asset divestitures all the time. It is far and away the most common form of
divestiture, and there are well-established standards for how to structure an asset sale to meet the antitrust agencies
requirements.
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Heres the real issue. Sometimes companies try to hold back critical assets, so that the buyer cant really compete
effectively down the road. So agencies have a principle that the assets in the package have to be sufficient to allow the
buyer to effectively replace the seller for that particular product. The easiest way to do that is if there is a whole
business that corresponds to the overlapping product. Then you just sell the assets of that business, and most of the
time youre good to go. But lots of times there are entanglements and shared assets, and then you need to get more
creative, and the agencies are very effective at doing their diligence. But it still gets doneand it happens all the time.
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One tactic Qualcomm is using is characterizing Broadcoms proposed divestitures as carve outs, which get some
additional scrutiny. But Broadcom has said it will divest Qualcomms overlapping businesses in WiFi networking
processors and in RFFE chips. Those are business line divestitures, not product carve out divestitures, and Broadcom
fully understands that it will need to divest sufficient assets around those businesses to make those divestitures viable.
Its just not all that hard. In the last five years, Broadcom has successfully divested numerous business lines (including,
for example, divesting two of Brocades businesses in conjunction with that transaction). We know how to do this, and
the agencies are very familiar and comfortable with divestiture remedies in semiconductor transactions, especially for
largely fabless semiconductor companies like Broadcom and Qualcomm where the required asset packages just arent
that complicated.

Qualcomm makes a statement that regulators would also require divestiture of shared research and development
and other assets that are currently utilized by the cellular business as well as the overlapping connectivity and RFFE
businesses. What is your response?
Look, all we are getting from Qualcomm is a general primer on How agencies approach divestitures 101. There may
be some shared R&D; thats hardly unusual, and it wouldnt stand in the way of a successful remedy. It just means that
one consideration we and the agencies will need to address is what IP rights and knowhow need to be transferred to
the divestiture buyer. Again, the agencies have accepted divestitures in semiconductor and other technology deals
many times before, and with good reason. All of those divestitures involve intellectual property and research and
development assets in the ordinary course.

What is your response to Qualcomms suggestion that Broadcom will have trouble finding suitable buyers,
particularly since some may present CFIUS issues?
Its just more scary rhetoric, without any substance. There is no shortage of viable buyers, including U.S. companies,
European companies, and Asian companiesnot to mention the entire universe of non-strategic buyers, such as private
equity firms. The most that CFIUS does in this context is modestly limit the number of viable buyersand it may not
even do that.

Lets turn to the possibility of conduct remedies. Qualcomm says antitrust agencies may impose burdensome
restrictions on future conduct such as price caps and prohibitions on common business arrangements such as tying or
bundling, which will affect the future profitability of the businesses. Whats your response?
My first reaction was that Qualcomms management must not have heard the adage about people who live in glass
houses. If avoiding burdensome restrictions on future conduct was important to them, they should not have managed
the business in such a way to have become such a prolific subject of fines from antitrust authorities across the world.
In all seriousness, just look at how much their shareholders have paid in antitrust conduct fines to agencies around the
world as a result of mismanagement, and look at the antitrust suits that remain pending against them.
I have previously said that there may be some conduct restrictions coming out of this deal in response to the
conglomerate effects concerns that are a part of the EC and China clearance standards. I dont think they will be
particularly burdensome, because there are strong arguments that this deal does not present conglomerate effects
concerns. In all events, Broadcom is prepared to address any reasonable concern and not let this deal get hung up over
it.
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Lets turn to what Qualcomm is saying about Broadcoms antitrust commitments. First, remind us what Broadcom is
proposing.
Its a very strong package, spelled out in our proposed Merger Agreement.
First, its the same pledge Qualcomm made to NXP to use reasonable best efforts to clear every impediment to closing
that arises from the antitrust laws, up to whats known as a Material Adverse Effect, or MAE, threshold on the seller. I
should add that an MAE on Qualcomm is an especially high standard for this deal given how large Qualcomm is. But
thats just the start. We go a lot further.
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Second, we make a specific promise to divest Qualcomms WiFi networking processors and RFFE businesses. We are
taking those issues off the table now, which not only provides a strong measure of deal certainty for the Qualcomm
shareholders, but will speed up the regulatory process. That goes well beyond anything Qualcomm promised NXP.
Third, we have proposed an $8 billion reverse termination fee in the event we are unable to obtain required regulatory
approvals. This is the largest such fee in history in terms of dollar value and many, many target companies have found
adequate comfort from lower fees. As I have said before, I think this is really going above and beyond, because our
antitrust risk package is already so strong. But the reverse termination fee adds deal certainty by giving Broadcom an
incremental $8 billion incentive to get the deal done.
Fourth, we have proposed a 6% ticking fee if the transaction is not consummated by the one-year anniversary of
entering into a definitive agreement. This means there is more money in the deal for the Qualcomm shareholders if
regulatory approval takes longer than we expect. Broadcom put this in the package because so much of Qualcomms
messaging about regulatory risk has really been about timing risk, rather than closing risk. This addresses that concern
directly.

In Qualcomms paper, it criticized Broadcom for not specifying its antitrust commitments. Is that an accurate
representation?
Not at all. The proposed Merger Agreement is very specific.

In one of its bolder statements, Qualcomm says that Broadcoms offer to make commitments to Qualcomm similar
to those made by Qualcomm to NXP is inadequate and misleading  Qualcomm and NXP are not competitors. A
proposed Broadcom/Qualcomm transaction raises far more significant competitive concerns  concerns that cannot be
resolved by divestiture of discrete assets or minor behavioral commitments. Your response?
Broadcoms commitments are plainly stronger that those Qualcomm made to NXP. And they do not involve divestiture
of discrete assets or minor behavioral commitments. We are making commitments that are far more specific and
substantial than those Qualcomm made to NXP, and we have backed it up with an $8 billion reverse termination fee.

Qualcomm made another bold statement about a so-called hell-or-high-water commitment, specifically:
Broadcoms CEO rejected the need for any additional commitments, calling hell-or-high water provisions an
undefined legal standard that would not add much incremental certainty. This is inaccurate and stunning . Indeed,
it is widely recognized that hell-or-high-water provisions are commonly used to address substantial antitrust risk.
What do you say to that?
First, the assertion that it is widely recognized that hell-or-high-water provisions are commonly used to address
substantial antitrust risk is just flat wrong. There are third parties who study this, and the most recent data from the
American Bar Association are that in 2015 and 2016, hell-or-high-water provisions were found in 3% and 6% of
deals, respectively. They are, in fact, quite rarely used. Put another way, this means that 97% and 94% of target
companies in those years were comfortable selling their companies without a hell or high water clause.
Second, Hock Tan is right: in this deal a hell-or-high-water provision would not add much incremental deal certainty.
Our package of specific divestiture commitments addressing the specific issues this deal raises, an $8 billion reverse
11
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termination fee, a ticking fee, and the same efforts commitment Qualcomm made to NXP is much better for
Qualcomm shareholders.
Qualcomm asks: Why should shareholders support this deal given .that Broadcom has said it will radically alter
Qualcomms licensing practices, which would damage, if not destroy, the value of the $4+ billion licensing
business. Your response?
This has nothing to do with merger risk. It is, at best, about how to deal with the preexisting risk to that $4 billion
licensing business because of the numerous findings, enormous fines, and ongoing accusations by antitrust authorities
and customers that Qualcomm engages in illegal licensing practices.
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The question I would ask is, Who is the best steward of the licensing business going forward? Is it Qualcomms
management, who, despite having lost every round of every fight everywhere, and who is in active litigation with the
FTC and its own customers on these issues, says it will provide tens of billions of dollars in shareholder value by,
somehow, winning in the last reel? Or is it Broadcom, who can stop fighting lost battles and push the reset button for a
new and procompetitive licensing model? We know customers think we are the better steward because they believe, as
we do, that Qualcomms licensing practices are unfair and unsustainable. It needs to change and Broadcom will change
it.

Point of View is published by Latham & Watkins LLP as a client service. The information contained in this
publication should not be construed as legal advice. Should further analysis or explanation of the subject matter be
required, please contact the lawyer with whom you normally consult, not Latham & Watkins LLP, which has been
retained solely by Broadcom Limited on this matter.
Additional Information
This communication does not constitute an offer to buy or solicitation of an offer to sell any securities. This
communication relates to a proposal which Broadcom has made for an acquisition of Qualcomm and Broadcoms
intention to solicit proxies for the election of Broadcom nominees to the Qualcomm Board and certain other proposals
at Qualcomms 2018 annual meeting of stockholders. Broadcom filed a definitive proxy statement with the SEC on
January 5, 2018 in connection with the solicitation of proxies for Qualcomms 2018 annual meeting of stockholders
and may file other proxy solicitation materials in connection therewith. Broadcom has also commenced mailing its
definitive proxy statement to Qualcomm stockholders.
In addition, in furtherance of the acquisition proposal and subject to future developments, Broadcom (and, if a
negotiated transaction is agreed, Qualcomm) may file one or more registration statements, proxy statements, tender
offer statements or other documents with the SEC. This communication is not a substitute for any proxy statement,
registration statement, tender offer statement, prospectus or other document Broadcom and/or Qualcomm may file
with the SEC in connection with the proposed transaction.
Investors and security holders of Broadcom and Qualcomm are urged to read the proxy statement(s), registration
statement(s), tender offer statement(s), prospectus(es) and/or other documents filed with the SEC carefully in their
entirety if and when they become available as they will contain important information about the proposed transaction
and solicitation. Any definitive proxy statement(s) or prospectus(es) (if and when available) will be mailed to
stockholders of Broadcom and/or Qualcomm, as applicable. Investors and security holders will be able to obtain free
copies of these documents (if and when available) and other documents filed with the SEC by Broadcom through the
web site maintained by the SEC at http://www.sec.gov.
This document shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be
any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration
or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offering of securities shall be made except by
means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
Participants in Solicitation
Broadcom, certain of its subsidiaries, its directors and executive officers, other members of management and
employees and the nominees described above may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies in respect
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of the proposed transaction, including with respect to Qualcomms 2018 annual meeting of stockholders. You can find
information about Broadcoms executive officers and directors in Broadcoms definitive proxy statement filed with the
SEC on February 17, 2017. Information about the Broadcom nominees is included in the definitive proxy statement
that Broadcom has filed with the SEC. Additional information regarding the interests of such potential participants is
included or will be included in one or more registration statements, proxy statements, tender offer statements or other
documents filed or to be filed with the SEC if and when they become available. These documents (if and when
available) may be obtained free of charge from the SECs website http://www.sec.gov.
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Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This communication contains forward-looking statements (including within the meaning of Section 21E of the United
States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and Section 27A of the United States Securities Act of 1933, as
amended) concerning Broadcom. These statements include, but are not limited to, statements that address our
expected future business and financial performance and statements about (i) the proposed transaction involving
Broadcom and Qualcomm and the expected benefits of the proposed transaction, (ii) the expected benefits of
acquisitions, (iii) our plans, objectives and intentions with respect to future operations and products, (iv) our
competitive position and opportunities, (v) the impact of acquisitions on the market for our products, and (vi) other
statements identified by words such as will, expect, believe, anticipate, estimate, should, intend, plan, 
predict, project, aim, and similar words, phrases or expressions. These forward-looking statements are based on
current expectations and beliefs of the management of Broadcom, as well as assumptions made by, and information
currently available to, such management, current market trends and market conditions and involve risks and
uncertainties, many of which are outside Broadcoms and managements control, and which may cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in forward-looking statements. Accordingly, you should not place undue
reliance on such statements.
Particular uncertainties that could materially affect future results include risks associated with our proposal to acquire
Qualcomm, including: (i) uncertainty regarding the ultimate outcome or terms of any possible transaction between
Broadcom and Qualcomm, including as to whether Qualcomm will cooperate with us regarding the proposed
transaction, (ii) the effects of the announcement of the proposed transaction on the ability of Broadcom and
Qualcomm to retain customers, to retain and hire key personnel and to maintain favorable relationships with suppliers
or customers, (iii) the timing of the proposed transaction, (iv) the ability to obtain regulatory approvals and satisfy
other closing conditions to the completion of the proposed transaction (including shareholders approvals), and
(v) other risks related to the completion of the proposed transaction and actions related thereto; any loss of our
significant customers and fluctuations in the timing and volume of significant customer demand; our dependence on
contract manufacturing and outsourced supply chain; our dependency on a limited number of suppliers; any
acquisitions we may make, such as delays, challenges and expenses associated with receiving governmental and
regulatory approvals and satisfying other closing conditions, and with integrating acquired companies with our
existing businesses and our ability to achieve the growth prospects and synergies expected by such acquisitions; our
ability to accurately estimate customers demand and adjust our manufacturing and supply chain accordingly; our
significant indebtedness, including the need to generate sufficient cash flows to service and repay such debt;
dependence on a small number of markets and the rate of growth in these markets; dependence on and risks associated
with distributors of our products; dependence on senior management; quarterly and annual fluctuations in our
operating results; global economic conditions and concerns; our proposed redomiciliation of our ultimate parent
company to the United States; our competitive performance and ability to continue achieving design wins with our
customers, as well as the timing of any design wins; prolonged disruptions of our or our contract manufacturers
manufacturing facilities or other significant operations; our ability to improve our manufacturing efficiency and
quality; our dependence on outsourced service providers for certain key business services and their ability to execute
to our requirements; our ability to maintain or improve gross margin; our overall cash tax costs, legislation that may
impact our overall cash tax costs and our ability to maintain tax concessions in certain jurisdictions; our ability to
protect our intellectual property and the unpredictability of any associated litigation expenses; any expenses or
reputational damage associated with resolving customer product warranty and indemnification claims; cyclicality in
the semiconductor industry or in our target markets; our ability to sell to new types of customers and to keep pace with
technological advances; market acceptance of the end products into which our products are designed; and other events
and trends on a national, regional and global scale, including those of a political, economic, business, competitive and
regulatory nature.
Our filings with the SEC, which you may obtain for free at the SECs website at http://www.sec.gov, discuss some of
the important risk factors that may affect our business, results of operations and financial condition. We undertake no
15
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intent or obligation to publicly update or revise any of these forward looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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